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Aggregation induced blue-shifted emission – the
molecular picture from a QM/MM study†

Qunyan Wu,‡a Tian Zhang,‡a Qian Peng,*b Dong Wanga and Zhigang Shuai*a

In general, optical emission in the solid-state is red-shifted with respect to the solution phase. A series

of recently synthesized compounds exhibits aggregation induced blue-shifted emission (AIBSE) pheno-

mena. By employing a polarizable continuum model (PCM) and a hybrid quantum mechanics/molecular

mechanics (QM/MM) approach, we investigate the excited-state electronic structures of some typical AIE-

active molecules both in solvents and in aggregates at the time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT)

level. It is found that the AIBSE phenomena originate from the smaller reorganization energy in aggregates

than in the solution phase, as evidenced through the restricted structural relaxation, planarization in the

excited state, and freezing of low-frequency out-of-plane twists in the transition state.

1. Introduction

Efficient luminescent materials have attracted great attention
due to their potential applications in solid-state display and
lighting devices and bio-sensing. Most organic optoelectronic
devices operate in the solid state.1–4 It has been long known
that molecular aggregates often cause both luminescence
quenching and emission red-shift. There are several origins
for the former: (i) intermolecular charge transfer which reduces
the probability of electron–hole recombination; (ii) intermole-
cular excitation energy transfer eventually to the trap state; (iii)
or formation of the low emissive ‘side-by-side’ H-aggregates
with the dipole-forbidden nature of the emitting state5 or
detrimental species such as excimers with strong p–p inter-
actions.6,7 Gierschner and Park demonstrated recently that
single crystals with H-aggregate packing can be highly emissive,
in sharp contrast to the conventional wisdom.8 The aggregation-
induced red-shifted emission spectra could be ascribed to (i)
excitonic coupling resulting from Coulombic interaction of
spatial distribution of the transition dipole densities;8 (ii) the
anisotropic polarizability induced by the crystalline environ-
ment;9,10 (iii) the charge-transfer (CT) character giving rise to a
new intermolecular coordinate in the geometry change in
p-stacks;5 (iv) formation of J-aggregates;5,11 (v) the smaller band

gap arising from the increased band widths of both the HOMO-
and the LUMO-derived bands according to a tight-binding
model.12 Thus, this is intriguing for compounds exhibiting
aggregation induced blue-shifted emission (AIBSE) phenomena.
The blue-shifted solid-state emission spectra were earlier
observed in the substituted oligophenylenevinylene (OPV) micro-
crystals.9,13 Then, they were found to be widely present in the
solid-phase strong emitters with the so-called ‘‘aggregation-
induced emission’’ (AIE) characteristic.6,14–20 For example, the
absorption band of 9,10-distyrylanthracene (DSA) in dilute THF
solution peaks at 407 nm (3.05 eV), and the photoluminescence
spectrum exhibits orange emission with a peak at 612 nm
(2.03 eV).15 While the absorption band of solid DSA particles
in the THF/H2O mixture (THF/H2O = 1 : 3 v/v) is very similar to
that in dilute THF solution, peaking at 414 nm (2.99 eV),14 but
the emission spectrum of the DSA crystal exhibits an obvious
blue-shifted peak at 518 nm (2.39 eV).15 The absorption and
emission maxima of 2,3-dicyano-5,6-diphenylpyrazine (DCDPP)
in dilute THF solution are 340 nm (3.65 eV) and 423 nm
(2.93 eV), respectively.16 When mixing a 90% volume fraction
of water in THF, the absorption peak of DCDPP suspension in
the THF–H2O mixture remains unchanged, but the emission
spectrum shows a blue-shifted peak at 413 nm (3.00 eV).16 The
absorption and emission maxima of cis,cis-1,2,3,4-tetraphenyl-
1,3-butadiene (TPBD) in dilute acetone solution are 334 nm
(3.71 eV) and 408 nm (3.04 eV), respectively.17 When adding a
90% volume fraction of water to acetone, the absorption peak of
TPBD aggregates in an acetone–H2O mixture experiences a slight
red shift peaking at 344 nm (3.60 eV), but the emission spectrum
shows a blue-shifted peak at 390 nm (3.18 eV).17

The AIBSE phenomena are quite surprising experimental
findings and the underlying mechanism is still unclear due to
the difficulty in microscopic structural characterization. It was
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speculated that the twisted conformation in the solid state
leads to less effective delocalization, which might be respon-
sible for the blue shifts.6,14 However, this would cause both
blue-shifted absorption and emission. Another speculation is
the formation of a twisted intramolecular charge transfer
(TICT) state in the polar solvent and a locally excited state in
aggregates due to restricted intramolecular rotation, which
causes intensified and blue-shifted emission in the solid
state.21 However, this requires the molecule to contain strong
donor and acceptor groups. In fact, this experimental observa-
tion shows that there is a slight red shift or hardly any shift in
absorption, while the emission is remarkably blue-shifted. DSA,
for example, when going from dilute tetrahydrofuran (THF)
solution to the solid state, undergoes a slight red shift (7 nm,
0.06 eV) in its absorption maximum, but its emission maximum
experiences a quite remarkable blue shift (94 nm, 0.36 eV) from
612 nm to 518 nm, with an approximately 100-fold increment in
its fluorescence quantum yield.14,15

To better understand the mechanisms of such intriguing
AIBSE phenomena, we have carried out theoretical and compu-
tational investigations for the excited-state structures both in
dilute solution and in aggregates. Previously, the AIE phenom-
ena have been theoretically explored by performing quantum
mechanical/molecular mechanical (QM/MM) calculations,
which provided a quantitative understanding.22–24 In this con-
tribution, we adopted the same computational approach to
mimic the aggregation behaviors of DSA, DCDPP, and TPBD
(Chart 1). Through carefully analyzing geometric and excited-
state energetic properties of these molecules both in dilute
solution and aggregates, we found that the blue-shifted emis-
sion is originated from the smaller reorganization energy in
aggregates compared to the solution phase, which is induced
by restricted geometric relaxation from S1 to S0, excited-state
planarization and freezing of low-frequency out-of-plane
vibrations.

2. Theoretical model and
computational methodology

The basic model adopted in this work is the adiabatic potential-
energy surface (PES) as shown in Chart 2, and Q refers to the
nuclear configuration. Eem(ab) is the emission (absorption)
energy, and lgs(es) is the reorganization energy of the ground
state S0 (the first excited state S1). The total reorganization

energy (l), which corresponds to the Stokes shift observed in
experiment, is expressed as the sum of lgs and les. The
emission energy can be expressed as the absorption energy
minus the total reorganization energy:

Eem = Eab � l (1)

When going from aggregate (aggr) to solution (sol), the
shifted emission is obtained through simple subtraction:

DEaggr–sol
em = DEaggr–sol

ab + lsol–aggr (2)

We note that for strongly coupled excitons or excimer-like
p–p interaction, in both absorption and emission, there should
be DE aggr–sol o 0, namely, the normal red shift. However, for
some AIE-active molecules, usually with several twistable phenyl
rings attached to the conjugated backbone of the chromophores,
the intermolecular p–p stacking is often negligible due to the
large intermolecular p–p interaction distance in crystals
(Fig. S1–S3, ESI†), and the intramolecular motions dominate
the photophysical processes.22–24 In this case, the l term could
be much more pronounced in solution than that in aggre-
gates, resulting in a large positive term lsol–aggr in eqn (2).
Thus, the emission can exhibit a remarkable blue shift if the
absorption shift is minor, whether red or blue. The blue-
shifted emission implies DEaggr–sol

em > 0.

Chart 1 The chemical structures of DSA, DCDPP, and TPBD.

Chart 2 Schematic representation of the adiabatic potential energy
surfaces (PES) for S0 and S1.
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We build our computational models as illustrated in
Chart 3. We look at the molecular structures in both the
ground state and the first excited state, in the solution phase
and in the aggregate phase, respectively. The solvent effect is
modeled using the polarizable continuum model (PCM).25–27

The aggregate is modeled using an approach combining quan-
tum mechanics and molecular mechanics (QM/MM),28 where
one electronically excited molecule is treated using the time-
dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT), and the sur-
rounding molecules are modeled using the general Amber force
field (GAFF).29 The aggregate structure is built by cutting a
cluster from the crystal structure.14,16,30

All PCM calculations were performed using the D.01 version
of Gaussian 09 package.31 The absorption maximum has been
determined under the non-equilibrium condition, equilibrat-
ing the reaction field with respect to the ground-state density,
i.e., state-specific non-equilibrium solvation. The vertical emis-
sion data are computed with the reaction field consistent with
the emitting state, i.e., state-specific equilibrium solvation. The
solution-phase analytical S0 frequencies at the DFT level and
numerical S1 frequencies at the TD-DFT level have been eval-
uated to check the absence of imaginary frequencies. The QM/
MM was interfaced by using the ChemShell 3.5 package,32 with
the geometry optimized through the hybrid delocalized internal
coordinate (HDLC) optimizer.33 Turbomole 6.534,35 and DL-
POLY36 programs were used to calculate the energies and
energy gradients of the QM and MM regions, respectively.
The electrostatic embedding scheme with QM polarization
was adopted.37 Note that during the QM/MM geometry optimi-
zations, only the QM molecule was active, and the surrounding

molecules were kept frozen. The vibrational frequencies were
obtained by using a numerical two-point displacement method
and the electric polarization of the environment is included.

The structures and energies for the crucial points (a, b, c and d)
in the adiabatic potential energy surface (PES) were determined at
the level of DFT/TD-DFT. No symmetric constraint was adopted
for the geometric optimization for both solution and aggregates.
Grimme’s D3-correction with Becke–Johnson damping [D3(bj)],
was applied to include London-dispersion.38–40 Optimizations
and vibrational-frequency calculations for S0 and S1 were per-
formed with PBE041 and B3LYP42,43 functionals using the 6-31G*
basis set. The PBE0 functional has been proved to be one of the
most accurate estimates for describing the singlet-excited states of
organic molecules from extensive TD-DFT benchmarks.44–46 In
the main text, we will discuss the geometric and energetic proper-
ties at the PBE0-D3(bj)/6-31G* level.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Electronic structure and vertical transition energy

The local minima of S0 and S1 are determined by optimizing the
geometries and calculating the normal-mode vibrational fre-
quencies. The geometric parameters and energies at a, b, c and
d points in the PES are determined both in solution and in
aggregates (see Tables S1–S8, ESI†). TD-DFT calculations show
that the S1 states of DSA, DCDPP and TPBD are all dominated
by the transition from HOMO to LUMO in both solution and
aggregate phases. The related oscillator strengths and assign-
ments of S1 are also given (Tables S9–S10, ESI†). In order to
better understand the electronic nature of the excited proper-
ties of these molecules, the electronic density contours of
HOMOs and LUMOs are plotted (Fig. S4, ESI†). The vertical
transition energies (Eab and Eem), total reorganization energy (l)
and the adiabatic excitation energies (Ead) are obtained accord-
ing to Chart 2 (Table 1 and Tables S11–S16, ESI†). Vertical
transition energies (relevant for absorption and emission
peaks) for DSA, DCDPP and TPBD both in solution and aggre-
gates are plotted in Fig. 1, together with the experimental
values. Detailed comparisons between theoretical calculations
at the TD-PBE0-D3(bj)/6-31G* level and the experimental obser-
vations are presented in Table 1.

It is noticed that for the three compounds: (i) both the
predicted absorption maxima (vertical absorption energies) and
emission maxima (vertical emission energies) are blue-shifted

Chart 3 Setup of PCM (a) and QM/MM (b) models (taking DSA as an
example).

Table 1 The electronic vertical transition energies corresponding to absorption and emission peaks for DSA, DCDPP and TPBD in both aggregate and
solution phases at the TD-PBE0-D3(bj)/6-31G* level. The available experimental values are presented in the parentheses

Absorption Emission

DEaggr
ab /eV DEsolu

ab /eV DEaggr–solu
ab /eV DEaggr

em /eV DEsolu
em /eV DEaggr–solu

em /eV

DSA 2.96 (2.99a) 2.79 (3.05b) 0.17 (�0.06) 2.32 (2.39c) 2.05 (2.03b) 0.27 (0.36)
DCDPP 3.49 (3.65d) 3.34 (3.65e) 0.15 (0.00) 2.66 (3.00d) 2.29 (2.93e) 0.37 (0.07)
TPBD 3.83 (3.60 f ) 3.62 (3.71g) 0.21 (�0.11) 3.09 (3.18 f ) 2.58 (3.04g) 0.51 (0.14)

a In the THF–water mixture (1 : 3 by volume). b In THF solution (B10 mM). c Crystal, from ref. 4. d In the THF–water mixture (1 : 9 by volume). e In
THF solution (4 mM), from ref. 5. f In the acetone–water mixture (1 : 9 by volume). g In acetone solution (10 mM), from ref. 6.
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from solution to aggregates; (ii) the magnitudes of the blue
shifts in emission are much more pronounced than those in
absorption. Namely, the Stokes shift measuring the difference
between the absorption and emission maxima is strongly
decreased from solution to aggregates. The former implies that
the calculated blue-shifted absorption contributes a portion to
the blue-shifted emission according to eqn (2), and could be
ascribed to the effect of the crystal environment on the frontier
molecular orbitals. The calculated HOMO–LUMO energy gaps
at their S0 equilibrium geometry are all larger in aggregates
than those in solution for the three molecules (Table 2),
indicating that the intramolecular conjugation is diminished
upon crystallization. For DSA, the dihedral angles between the
9,10-anthraylene core and the vinylene moiety (C27–C31–C32–
C28 and C1–C5–C6–C2) of S0 are about 631 in aggregates, larger
than those (531) in solution. For DCDPP, the dihedral angles
(C1–C2–C3–C4 and C2–C1–C5–C6) of S0 are about 451 in
aggregates, while the corresponding values are about 381 in
solution. For TPBD, two mid-phenyls (C5–C4–C18–C20 and
C1–C2–C7–C9) of S0 are about 691 in aggregates and 641 in
solution; two side-phenyls (C4–C5–C40–C42 and C2–C1–C29–
C31) of S0 are approximately 331 in aggregates and 261 in
solution. In other words, the twisted peripheral phenyl rings

or vinylene moieties help the central planar chromophore
struggle to form excimers in aggregates, leading to less effective
p conjugation. The latter embodies the important role of the l
term in eqn (2). A large positive term lsol–aggr leads to the
remarkable blue-shifted emission found in experiment. It is
also possible that blue-shifted emission would occur even when
there is no shift or a slight red shift in absorption according to
eqn (2). It is noticed that for DSA, the calculated blue-shifted
value (0.27 eV) is quite similar to that in experiment (0.36 eV),
and the experimental solid-phase reference is a crystal; while
for DCDPP and TPBD, the available experimental results are for
amorphous nanoparticles. It has also been reported that many
AIE-active dyes emit blue-shifted lights with higher efficiencies
in the crystalline phase than in the amorphous phase.47–49 Our
calculations are performed with crystal structure, and therefore
for DCDPP and TPBD, the calculated results correlated less well
than for DSA. Also, the vertical emission energies are under-
estimated for DCDPP and TPBD in solution. To fully address
this issue, an explicit QM/MM model together with a classic
dynamic sampling50 deserves future investigation. In our QM/
MM model for the treatment of aggregates, we completely
neglect the excitonic couplings and charge transfer effects,
both could account for the slight red-shift in absorption.
Indeed, fluorescence of molecular solids is a rather compli-
cated problem, where both intramolecular (electronic oscilla-
tors and vibronic coupling) and intermolecular interactions
(exciton diffusion, intermolecular arrangement, long-range
order and chemical contamination)8,9 come into play. In this
work, we simply emphasize only one aspect that the blue-
shifted emission is induced by intramolecular relaxation,
which we believe is essential for such a class of molecules.

3.2 Rationalization of smaller Stokes shift in aggregates

Stokes’ shift is in essence the total reorganization energy
during the reciprocal transformation of two electronic states,
which can be divided into lgs and les. For clarity, we presented
these quantities in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the total reorga-
nization energy is much smaller in aggregates than that in

Fig. 1 Vertical transition energies corresponding to both absorption and
emission peaks for DSA, DCDPP and TPBD at the PBE0-D3(bj)/6-31G*
level. K and J with connected solid [dotted] lines denote the calculated
[experimental] vertical absorption energies (ab.) in aggregates (aggr.) and
solution (solu.). ’ and & with connected solid [dotted] lines denote the
calculated [experimental] vertical emission energies (em.) in aggregates
and solution.

Table 2 HOMO and LUMO energies, HOMO–LUMO gaps (eV) at the S0

equilibrium geometry for DSA, DCDPP and TPBD at the PBE0-D3(bj)/
6-31G* and B3LYP-D3(bj)/6-31G* levels for aggregates (QM/MM) and
solution (PCM)

Functional

Aggregate Solution

HOMO LUMO DEH–L HOMO LUMO DEH–L

DSA PBE0-D3(bj) �4.92 �1.41 3.51 �5.28 �1.99 3.29
B3LYP-D3(bj) �4.58 �1.37 3.21 �5.01 �2.02 2.99

DCDPP PBE0-D3(bj) �7.23 �3.03 4.20 �6.88 �2.72 4.16
B3LYP-D3(bj) �6.85 �3.02 3.83 �6.58 �2.78 3.80

TPBD PBE0-D3(bj) �5.24 �1.00 4.24 �5.61 �1.59 4.02
B3LYP-D3(bj) �4.90 �1.00 3.90 �5.33 �1.64 3.69

Fig. 2 Total reorganization energy (l = lgs + les) for DSA, DCDPP and
TPBD in aggregate and solution at the PBE0-D3(bj)/6-31G* level.
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solution. The two components (lgs and les) also follow the same
tendency except the counter-intuitive les part of DSA. This may
be ascribed to the ‘‘zigzag motif’’ as shown in Chart 3.14 The
peripheral rings nearly perpendicular to the anthracene
skeleton have enough space to rotate in aggregates. However,
this does not affect the change in the tendency of the total
reorganization energy from solution to aggregates. We turn
next to the discussion of geometric relaxation from S1 to S0,
excited-state configurations and low-frequency out-of-plane
vibrations.

3.2.1 Restricted geometric modification. The reorganiza-
tion energy reflects the geometric relaxation in the molecule
when going from S0 to S1, and vice versa. Smaller reorganization
energies imply smaller structural changes in aggregates during
the excited-state relaxation process. Optimized geometric para-
meters for these molecules in S0, S1 and the structural differ-
ences |D(S0�S1)| are listed, together with the X-ray crystal
structure for comparison (Tables S1–S6, ESI†). The predicted
structural parameters of S0 are in excellent agreement with the
crystal structure, which rationalize our QM/MM method.
Selected torsion angles with major geometric modifications
between S0 and S1 are shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that: (i)
for DSA, a torsion angle between the 9,10-anthrylene core and
the vinylene moiety (C27–C31–C32–C28) and the central anthra-
cene ring (C31–C4–C1–C5) tends to show a much smaller
modification in aggregates from S0 to S1, but the peripheral
rings (C32–C28–C38–C45) demonstrate the opposite trend. This
is reminiscent of the counter-intuitive les part of DSA. The
electronic density of DSA is mainly distributed on the central
anthracene ring and the neighboring double bonds and there-
fore the change in the relatively flexible vinylene moiety
together with the central anthracene ring dominates the transi-
tion process. (ii) For DCDPP, all rotatable rings are restricted in
aggregates and show smaller structural differences upon excita-
tion. (iii) For TPBD, rotation of the main conjugated butadiene
core (C1–C2–C4–C5) together with mid-phenyls (C1–C2–C7–C9) is
obviously hindered although two side-phenyls (C2–C1–C29–C31)
seem to be slightly active in aggregates. Indeed, the restricted
intramolecular motion in aggregates echoes the smaller reorga-
nization energy, and thus causes blue-shifted emission.

3.2.2 Excited-state planarization. For photoluminescence
(PL) spectra in solution, Stokes shift is expected to be smaller if
the chromophore shows planar configuration in the excited
state.51 This was discussed based on broad experimental evi-
dence.13 Quantum-chemical calculations support such correlation
between the excited-state planarization and reduced reorganiza-
tion energies in solution by studying per-fluorination of para-
oligophenylenes and anilido-pyridine boron difluoride dyes.52,53

To assess the influence of excited-state planarization, we list the
corresponding structural parameters at their S0 and S1 equili-
brium geometries (see Tables S1–S6, ESI†). It is seen that (i) for
DSA, the dihedral angles (C31–C4–C1–C5 and C8–C4–C1–C10)
related to the central anthracene ring at the S1 equilibrium
geometry are about 51 in aggregates, smaller than those (about
101) in solution, indicating a relatively planar emitting state
formed by the anthracene skeleton in aggregates; (ii) for DCDPP,

the dihedral angles (C11–N9–C2–C3, N10–C1–C2–C3 and C3–C2–
C1–C5) of S1 are about 1751, 1751 and 111 in aggregates, respec-
tively. However, the corresponding values are about 1691, 1611,
and 211 in solution. This feature also indicates a more planar
pyrazine ring in the solid phase; (iii) for TPBD, the dihedral angle
(C1–C2–C4–C5) at the S1 equilibrium geometry is 1801 in

Fig. 3 Selected torsion angles with major geometric modifications
between S0 and S1 for DSA, DCDPP and TPBD in aggregate and solution
at the PBE0-D3(bj)/6-31G* level.
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aggregates and about 1541 in solution, implying a complete
planarity of the butadiene core upon aggregation. In other words,
excited-state planarization of the central choromophore in aggre-
gates promotes the restricted geometric relaxation, and thus leads
to the blue-shifted emission.

3.2.3 Freezing of low-frequency out-of-plane vibrations. In
the displaced harmonic oscillator model, the Huang–Rhys (HR)
factors directly connect with the displacement (Di) along the
normal mode i between the minima of the S0 and S1 equili-
brium geometries and characterize the extent of geometric
relaxation. The HR factors, HRi = (oiDi

2)/2�h, are obtained
through the DUSHIN program.54 For DCDPP, it has been
systematically investigated in our previous work that three
modes with large HR factors all fall in the low-frequency region
(o200 cm�1), which are mainly assigned to out-of-plane twist-
ing motions of the phenyl rings.55 These torsional modes
contribute largely to the reorganization energies and result in
the large Stokes shift in the gas or solution phase. However, such
torsional motions are hindered in aggregates, and the HR factors
together with the reorganization energies of the three modes
become much smaller, leading to the reduced Stokes shift.23,55

For DSA and TPBD, the large HR factors (HRi > 1) versus the
normal mode at S0 in both aggregates and solution are listed in
Table 3. It is seen that (i) there are more vibration modes with
large HR factors in solution than in aggregates; (ii) most of these
modes display a remarkable decrease in HR factors from
solution to aggregates, which demonstrates a strong geometric
distortion upon excitation in solution; (iii) the diagrammatic
illustrations of the selected normal modes in solution with
evidently decreased HR factors from solution to aggregates are
depicted (Fig. S5, ESI†). These coordinates related to the out-of-
plane motions are associated with a large Stokes shift, much
larger than that of other coordinates, such as C–C or C–H
stretching. Consequently, these molecules show an emission at
significantly longer wavelengths in solution. When these mole-
cules are in a rigid matrix or in crystal form, such low-frequency
out-of-plane motions are inhibited. Therefore, AIBSE is an
obvious consequence of the aggregation-induced freezing of

low-frequency out-of-plane vibrations and of the consequent
change in their Franck–Condon factors.

3.3 Robustness of the computational reorganization energy –
the effects of ZPE, functionals and basis sets

Now we will discuss the robustness of the computational
results. Zero-point vibrational energy (ZPE) correction, choices
of functionals, as well as basis-set completeness can certainly
affect the computational results. Once considering the ZPE
contribution, both the absorption and emission maxima with
respect to the vertical transition energies from the minima of
parabola are red-shifted by approximately 0.03–0.14 eV. Never-
theless, the magnitudes of the red shifts are the same in both
absorption and emission, and the ZPE corrected DEaggr–solu

em is
still much larger than the ZPE corrected DEaggr–solu

em for DSA,
DCDPP and TPBD (Table 1 and Table S11, ESI†). The reorgani-
zation energies remain unchanged because the ZPE at the a (b)
point is the same as that at the d (c) point in the PES (Table S12,
ESI†). Choices of functionals are now ample. We find that
B3LYP-D3(bj) gives nearly the same geometric modification
tendency between S0 and S1 as the PBE0-D3(bj) functional
(Tables S1–S6, ESI†). The vertical transition energies and the
reorganization energies of DSA, DCDPP and TPBD are also
quite similar to results at the PBE0-D3(bj)/6-31G* level
(Tables S13–S15, ESI†). TD-DFT generally offers rapid yet
accurate estimations for the electronic transition energies.56,57

The TD-DFT charge-transfer issue is particularly problematic.58

The recently developed long-range corrected functionals, such
as CAM-B3LYP,59 have shown promise in resolving the charge-
transfer deficiencies of TD-DFT.60 We then recalculated the
vertical transition energy and the reorganization energies using
the CAM-B3LYP-D3(bj) functional based on the structure deter-
mined at the (TD)-PBE0-D3(bj)/6-31G* level. The single-point
vertical excitation-energy calculations were carried out by add-
ing charges to the QM part using Gaussian 09 program. The
added charges mimic the surrounding MM parts obtained by
the above QM/MM optimizations. The vertical transition ener-
gies for the three molecules with the long-range corrected CAM-
B3LYP-D3(bj) functional are blue-shifted by about 0.13–0.54 eV
in comparison with those obtained by using the PBE0-D3(bj)
functional, also in agreement with experimental results
(Table S17, ESI†). And most importantly, the pronounced
positive lsolu–aggr nature is unchanged (Table S18, ESI†).

Basis-set incompleteness errors (BSIE) were noticed and
should be benchmarked. To reduce the computational efforts,
single-point vertical excitation-energy calculations were carried
out based on the stable structures determined at the (TD)-PBE0-
D3(bj)/6-31G* level. We have evaluated the dependence of
larger TZVP with triple-z quality and 6-31 + G* with a diffuse
function on the vertical transition energies and reorganization
energies. It was found that when going from double-z 6-31G* to
triple-z TZVP, the vertical transition energies were decreased by
about 0.02–0.09 eV (Table S19, ESI†). Addition of diffuse func-
tions to second-row elements in the periodic table gives the
same magnitudes of red shifts (Table S20, ESI†). Even so, the

Table 3 Selected normal modes with Huang–Rhys factors (HRi > 1) in
aggregates and in solution, as well as harmonic vibrational frequencies (oi)
of S0 for DSA and TPBD

Aggregate Solution

Mode i oi/cm�1 HRi Mode i oi/cm�1 HRi

DSA
3 91 2.07 2 12 3.74
8 158 2.69 3 14 35.98
11 173 6.06 4 25 2.00
17 320 1.74 7 74 3.55

9 105 10.44
13 159 1.17
16 255 1.30

TPBD
8 134 2.21 2 22 12.21

4 39 5.61
12 178 1.18
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values of lsolu–aggr terms are almost the same as the small
6-31G* basis set (Tables S21–S22, ESI†).

Thus, through extensive computations, we find the effects of
ZPE, functionals and basis sets do not change the quantitative
conclusions.

4. Conclusion

To summarize, we have presented a multiscale quantum chem-
istry investigation on the exotic AIBSE phenomenon, i.e., the
absorption is relatively unaffected but the emission undergoes
a remarkable blue shift from solution to aggregates, taking
DSA, DCDPP and TPBD as examples, in sharp contrast to the
conventional solid-state red-shifted emitting behavior. We
point out that this primarily originates from the smaller
reorganization energy in aggregates compared to the solution,
as induced by a restricted geometric change, excited-state
planarization and freezing of low-frequency out-of-plane vibra-
tions during the excited-state relaxation. Through computa-
tional chemistry, we justify this assumption by determining
the structures and energies for the crucial points (a, b, c and d)
in the PES taking both solvent effect and aggregation environ-
ment into account, using PCM and QM/MM approaches,
respectively. The theoretical results give support to the existing
experimental findings and reveal the nature of the AIBSE
phenomena. In fact, from this study, we conclude that such
blue shift is universal if the AIE mechanism is indeed the
restricted intramolecular rotation (RIR). Namely, aggregation
tends to suppress the non-radiative decay process through
intermolecular hindrance, while leaving radiative decay domi-
nant. The AIBSE is another outcome of such an effect.

In the present method, the following approximations are
made: (i) we assumed that the intermolecular interactions are
weak and there are no appreciable intermolecular charge or
energy transfers or excitonic effects between neighboring mole-
cules; (ii) MM polarization by the electron-density change of the
QM molecule in the excited state was not taken into account
due to the limitation of GAFF. Conventional molecular exciton
theory usually takes one or two vibrational modes with fixed
exciton–vibration coupling (Huang–Rhys factor). Nevertheless,
in this work, we shine light on the molecular picture mentioned
above, induced by restricted intramolecular motion in aggre-
gates, which leads to the blue-shifted emission. So far, the
excitonic model often ignored this molecular feature. This work
cautions the application of such treatment and calls for exci-
tonic theory with consideration of intramolecular relaxation.61
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